High-grading staff

When having to take a cold, hard look at laying off staff, Mosvold said Scandrill employed a comprehensive grading system that rates all employees from level A (the highest) to level D (the lowest). He said when it was time to reduce headcount, managers and supervisors were instructed to make the cuts strictly according to the grading scale. “When it is time to reduce staff, sometimes it is very tempting to keep someone who is not as efficient as

Cutting costs a primary focus

Cutting costs has become very important to the whole industry, Scandrill included. But there is one cost that Mosvold points to that has increased exponentially: “The cost of stupid has definitely gone up,” he said. “Everyone makes mistakes, and we make them, too. It is our goal to make sure we are making less of them than everyone else. We are doing everything we can to remain the ‘Drilling Contractor of Choice’ for all our customers.”

Mosvold knows a lot about paying the price and looking carefully at all costs since Scandrill was forced, like most other drilling contractors, to take a hard look at how to preserve revenue when cash flow began to dry up. Pay cuts, reduction of matching funds for 401(k)s, reduction of office space as well as people, and overall reductions in daily rig operating costs were strategies Scandrill undertook to break even.

Like so many others, Mosvold said, “We don’t have anywhere else to cut. We are down to the bone.”
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someone else due to reasons other than performance,” Mosvold said. “When it came time to make these decisions, we let the performance ratings speak for themselves. First, we got rid of level D, then level C, and then we went to level B. When we were forced to lay them off, then we could go to potential customers and tell them truthfully and honestly that they would have our ‘A-Team’ working for them.”

Rig upgrades made fleet more competitive

Mosvold said Scandrill was able to upgrade rigs in the midst of the downturn due to proper timing, along with a determination to not take on any significant debt. Scandrill had set aside reserve funds to upgrade several rigs before the downturn took place in anticipation of an upcoming API recertification process. The company was not only able to upgrade its rigs but also did not have to borrow any money to do so. Six rigs were upgraded to include 7,500 psi fluid end mud pumps and walking capability.

“Every time a rig went down, we upgraded it in our Tyler or Permian Basin yards,” he said. Now Scandrill has the rigs necessary to get jobs they can in the midst of a very competitive playing field.

“There are a lot of rigs out there warm stacked, and there are a lot of folks who believe there won’t be any real recovery until those rigs are put back to work,” Mosvold said. “But a lot of those rigs that are stacked may never be used again because they are just not up to the demand of the current market out there. A lot of rigs just cannot meet setback capacity. They just don’t have the capacity to compete, and they can’t be upgraded to the point where they are once again in demand. When we decided to spend the funds for these refurbishments, we had a lot of

Scandrill Inc.’s first 1,500-hp AC rig, the Scan Vision, is currently working for Anadarko in Loving County, Texas, in the Permian Basin. This Veristic Manufacturing E-Series walking rig’s equipment includes OWI 1,600 hp AC drawworks, 3 Caterpillar DGB-3512-C diesel engines with dual-fuel capabilities, a 500 ton Varco TDS-11SA AC top drive, and 2 F-1600 AC drive mud pumps with 7,500 psi fluid ends.
Company focus keeps Scandrill working
Scandrill’s strategies and integrity in the industry are apparently working because the company has been able to rehire 50% of its rig staff back over the last several months. Scandrill has also been able to reach a >90% rig utilization rate (12 of 13 marketable rigs working) after being down to only 6 rigs working a year ago.

“There are some things that we realize are just beyond our control,” Mosvold said. “For example, if an operator is going to cut the amount of rigs running for them from 10 to 5 due to financial considerations, we can’t do anything about that. But what we can do something about is making sure that our rigs are part of the 5 working.”

Mosvold attributes much of the company’s high rig utilization to his staff.

“Having this type of rig utilization is not just iron-oriented,” he said. “We have had tremendous success with our people. If all things are equal out there and the iron is equivalent, then operators will definitely look at the people and consistently high operational performance.

“If they are going to reduce from 10 rigs to 5, and the 5 are our rigs, then we have to give credit to our people. We have very few people out of 400 workers who have college degrees. We find young people with very little experience who test out well on our exams, which indicate what kind of skill potential they have. Doing it that way, we come up with a better group of people. We have a good reputation out there, and it is because our people are dedicated to our core values. Everyone with our company now is running wide open.”

Better people along with superior operational execution, Mosvold said, are the keys to keeping Scandrill’s high utilization rate with a fleet of mostly SCR rigs in an environment when many operators want AC-powered rigs.

Outlook for industry
Mosvold said Scandrill’s low point during the downturn occurred a year ago when they had only 6 rigs running, although he acknowledged industry rig rates did not “bottom” until a couple of months ago. Now its fleet utilization is much higher, and he expects to see the rig count hit close to 800 by the end of 2017. But, he said, the rig of the future is going to be asked to perform a lot more efficiently.

“We recently drilled an 8-well pad location,” Mosvold said. “That calls for tremendous efficiency. How many rigs that are stacked would be able to do that? It isn’t so much what the rig count is anymore. It has come down to what rigs are capable of doing the job called for and how those jobs have changed. What rigs are capable? That is the real question.”
Rig fleet make-up
Scandrill’s current fleet is made up of one 1,500 hp AC rig, the Scan Vision, and the rest are 1,500 hp SCR rigs. During the refurbishment program, Mosvold said Scandrill’s rigs were upgraded to the point that they are now prepared to make an easy switch over to AC rigs when the market will bear it. “They are ready to become AC rigs whenever we can get the day rate we need for it to be profitable,” he said. “Day rates still have to move up for that to occur.”

If demand for rigs were to show a sustained upswing, Mosvold said the company might consider building a new 2,000 hp AC rig. “But we will not build a rig on speculation. We would have to have a contract behind it,” he said.

Scandrill is retiring 2 rigs—one 1,000 hp mechanical, the Scan Energy, and a 1,000 hp SCR rig, the Scan Glory. Scandrill has been working in the ArkLaTex region and the Permian Basin and plans to remain in those two regions for the foreseeable future, Mosvold said.

Mud boat and mud pumps upgrades
Scandrill completed several mud boat upgrades. A new term associated with these upgrades is “Super Flow.” These Super Flow upgrades have been installed on the Scandrill Texas, Scandrill Cross, Scandrill Vision, Scandrill Endeavor, and the Scandrill Gold.

The old-style mud boat was functional but inefficient and labor-intensive. The new Super Flow is made of short sections that are added as the rig walks. Instead of a large open trough, it has a closed pipe that forces the cuttings through to the shaker. Feedback from rig crews and customers about the mud boat upgrades has been very positive.

Mud pumps also were upgraded to 7,500 psi on the Scandrill Endeavor, Scandrill Vision, Scandrill Gold, Scandrill Texas, Scandrill Star and the Scandrill Producer. These mud pump upgrades are likely to be a requirement by many customers in the future, as well depth increases.

Top drive buys, new fluid analysis vendor
Scandrill purchased 3 used NOV TDS-11 top drives, which are installed as deemed necessary by customer demand.

In addition, the company made the decision to use a new fluid analysis company, Polaris Laboratories, that has a user friendly website that allows sample information to be entered at the rig and the results tracked online.

“There is a lot of innovative drilling going on in the Permian, he said, including walking rigs, larger pumps, and the use of dual fuel rigs. Just about all of our rigs have dual fuel capacity,” he said. “We have been doing dual fuel drilling for years in East Texas. We don’t market that feature, but it is available on all of our rigs.”
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